We are truly into the full swing now Ladybirds. Well done on another great week of learning.
Remember to wear something yellow for mental health day on Monday - please don't go out buying
anything. A yellow ribbon in your child's hair, yellow stickers on their jumper or t-shirt will suffice.
Next week our guided reading book is 'This Is Our House' by the author Michael Rosen. We will then
be drawing our homes and labelling features, seeing whether we can hear or identify the initial
sounds.
In Maths we will begin our first week of 'Just Like Me' and will be matching items.
In RE next we will look at the Jewish festival of Sukkot.
Please do send in your child's library book each Friday so that they are able to choose a new one.
Please also send in your Marvellous Me slips and complete the Tapestry Agreement Form on
ParentMail. Thank you, have a lovely weekend.

We've had a good week in Year 1 - the church assembly was a fantastic start and the children really
enjoyed singing the autumn songs!
Next week is Feeling Good Week! We will be taking part in different activities all focused on our
feelings!
Next week we will be writing number bonds to 6, we will also use counters to work systematically to
find all number bonds to 5.
In Literacy we will carry on with our Read, Write, Ink books - focusing on finger spaces, capital letters
and full stops.
We will be concluding our science experiment, investigating which material will help to repair an
umbrella!
In Art we will be concluding our work on spirals and investigating making shapes with different
materials.

Another lovely week in Dragonfly Class! The children enjoyed making (and eating!!) sandwiches and
they wrote some wonderful instructions!
Next Week:
In English we will be planning, writing and editing an alternative story ending to The Paper Bag
Princess.
In Maths, we will be comparing numbers, counting in 2's, 5's, 10's and 3's and using this knowledge to
solve problems.
In Science we will be exploring inventions and discoveries related to materials.
In RE, we will be considering everything we have learnt about why Christian's go to Church. If your
child could bring in a picture (either drawn or printed) that reflects their understanding of this unit,
that would be helpful. (It could be a picture of a wedding or someone praying or someone lighting
a candle. Let them lead you!)
In Art, the children will be creating wax resistant autumn leaves.
Feeling Good Week: We will have a lesson focused on 'Proud To Be Me!'
Our Whole Class Guided Reading text will be Spreading My Wings by Nadiya Hussain and Ella Bailey.

